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About This Game

A microscopic world is in need of your help! Add transporters to membranes to move molecules and ions into and out of cells.
Your goal is to reach specific concentrations.

Over 20 unique puzzles will help you master the principles of cellular transport. Use channels, co-transporters, and antiporters to
master facilitated diffusion and active transport.

Think you understand how transporters diffuse molecules and ions across the membrane? Try making your own puzzles with the
built in level editor!

Features:

Over 20 puzzles ranging from a gentle introduction to challenging mind benders.

Speed up and slow down time to play at your own pace.

16 transporters including real proteins found in your body and imaginative nano-robots.

Puzzle mechanics based on real biological principles of cellular transport.

Built-in level editor lets you take control and make your own levels to challenge your friends!
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Can't even make it to the next room without being killed. Refunded.. I love this game! The theming is awesome. What I like
best is the level of detail in the animations. It's just fun to watch how they go about their tasks. The artwork is lovely as well.
The bandits & wild animals keep you on your toes so it never gets boring. You actually have to manage the game. There isn't a
whole lot of down time where your just sitting there waiting for something to do like a lot of management games. I would like to
see either a tutorial, prompts, or hints that tell you how to do things. It can be fun to figure things out sometimes, but it can be
frustrating for some. Overall, its an awesome game.. I really like this app. it is really pratical and easy to use, highly recomend
for those who like to illustrate or design things.
But there is some bugs or maybe some feature haven't 100% made correctly
-The "Make Speed Paint Animation" doesn't work well
-Laggy even the canvas still clear
-the toolbars is too big (even it can be minimized, hope there will be a full screen mode so the tollbars are hidden)
-When Export image the preview image doesn't show

im looking forward on the future updates ~. A very, very very tentative recommendation on my part.

The author always had a tendency to stray heavy into politics with his books, and this time I believe he finally hit the extreme.
There is very little hero’ing in this game, but a lot of talk about discrimination of the physically disabled. None of it is
particularly subtle, and while it wasn’t all that bad, I don’t feel like ever reading through all of it ever again.

Which is a bit of a shame, because everything else is pretty damn neat. Your character is forced to make some pretty hard
decisions, and I found myself quite attached to the persona I have crafted for the game. The story is engaging, and I certainly
enjoyed it, even if it wasn’t what I was expecting. I certainly don’t regret buying and reading it, and seeing how Zachary (the
author) managed to cut down on the obvious preaching in Versus book that followed this one, I’m looking forwards to the
continuation of the series.

That being said, the author seriously needs to stop with the cliffhangers. The main plotline is nowhere near resolved by the end
of the book, and we’re already teased with the next main plotline. I guess it fits the theme (constant crises that plague every
comic book series in existence), but it’s getting a bit old by now. I’ll revisit this review later if the series jumps the shark, but for
now, as stated earlier – a very careful recommendation. 6,5/10
. Takes a minute to get used to the controls, but they're solid. Not a whole lot of mechanics, but each character is unique. Left
Bumber (LB) is that mysterious block\/power button on a 360 controller.. I already beat this version on Xbox One but I had to
buy it during Capcom's sale to so how much I appreciate Hideaki Itsuno and his team for making this masterpiece. YOU MADE
ME BUY IT TWICE!

To begin with, I loved the first Devil May Cry. It was an adventure like no other and it had some of the best combat ever in a
game, even if the fixed cameras and bad voice acting were dated already. I didn't touch much of DMC 2 though and DMC 3 I
actually lost my save file on PS4 and while I did enjoy it, I felt it was lacking adventure like the first game did. What made me
play Devil May Cry 4 was how good Dante as a character is. He is becoming one of my favorite characters ever, maybe even
more so than Serious Sam.

This is my second favorite game ever.
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My favorite game is still Half-Life, but Devil May Cry 4 nearly took the top spot after years of Half-Life being the king of my
throne. Devil May Cry 4 is near perfect, it's a masterpiece of gaming and a striking action game that does barely anything
wrong. In fact, it irons out all the flaws of previous DMC games and makes it a fluent, fun and exciting experience.

The introduction of Nero had me loving him from the beginning cutscene all the way to the final credits. He is one of my all
time favorite characters now and is up there also with Dante. Nero is just too freaking amazing. I loved his attitude, I felt sorry
for him at a lot of moments when bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665was happening to him, he was just a character I
can emotionally connect with in this gripping story. This is by far the best story the Devil May Cry franchise has had. DMC 1
had a simple story but excellent gameplay. This has a emotionally impactful humorous story with perfect gameplay.

Lets talk about what might be considered flaws, but don't bother me as much.

Yes, the music is redundant throughout the action gameplay but when you get to Dante's level's it changes things up. Yes, there
is lots of backtracking (The last half is backtracking back to where you started) but there are so many new challenges that keep
it interesting and not dull. Yes, Nero and Kyrie yell each other's names A LOT, but I did feel they had some great moments
together especially in the beginning and end. The only thing I cannot forgive (That makes it from being perfect) is that god
damn board game boss rush you have to do at the end of the game that wastes too much time. Yes, it's easy to do when you find
out how to exploit it but it just wastes too much time and is not good game design at all.

Other than that, it's amazing. Trish and Lady return (and they are playable in another game mode) and you get to play as Vergil
(which I'm doing a playthrough with him right now) and he adds lots of difficulty in his move sets and getting him to do stylish
combos more than Nero or Dante. Plus he has more weapons and I'm really enjoying playing as him. The only thing I don't like
is that they got rid of the story so there is no reason why he is fighting Dante in some parts of the game because his story takes
place decades before the Nero\/Dante game.

Basically, I love this game to death. It is Capcom's magnum opus. Perfect gameplay, amazing design that's not cryptic like DMC
1, lovable characters, fun combo based gameplay, fantastic music (Especially the song "Shall Never Surrender" which plays
during the beginning intro and end credits) and a gripping story that will keep you routing for the characters.

Look, If you haven't played a Devil May Cry game, start with the first. But, if you can't stand the dated design and fixed camera
you'll like this game way better. For continuing players coming back to the series, this is a no brainer. If you love action games,
Devil May Cry 4 Special Edition is Capcom's greatest achievement. A masterful game that should be played by everyone on
Earth.. This is actually pretty badass.

Now we're out of the 'every game is a WW2 game' and into the 'every game is a modern shooter' era, this feels quite nostalgic
and plays well on an xbox controller. Arcade mode is a bit easy but the harder difficulties are great.

Definately worth the sale price of £5 for the DLC included.. sooooooooooooooooooooooo daaaaaamn haaaaaaaaaaaaard.

But soooooooooooooooo daaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaamn addicting.

get this game, it's cheap as hell during the sales periods. Get the other eador games too, since they have the same mechanics.

Man I'd love to see a sci-fi/superhero/steampunk version of this game.. I love the DLC with the AP sound pack ,but RSC made
a great light and livery texture , love to use it in scenarios , thank you DTG for making it public this is why I own reskins , this
claggy noisy beast. This game is exactly what it says on the tin. A sim game, you build your town. You start with a small area,
and get larger, get more people, need more materials, make more items...it is a logical progression.

It is also very short. Once you get the town built, the game is over. There is very little challenge, very little tension...you just go
from point A to point B. So why do I reccomend it?

Well, it is also very cute. The artwork is good, the characters are cute, even the town looks cute. The gameplay was also smooth.
Things worked the way I thought they would the first time through, there were no crashes or hang up. My daughter also loved it
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and while she can't beat it in a couple hourss like I did, she doesn't care.

So no, this game is not for the hardcore gamers, but it was a fun ride, and one that my daughter will enjoy a lot longer that I will.
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Guilty Gear Isuka tries to transition the already fast and frantic one-on-one fighting franchise into an all out four-person brawl,
though ends up stopping a bit short.
The game plays more or less like the latest entry of the XX series at the time,
Reload, with a couple changes.
Mainly, the game now features two lanes in similar fasion to the Fatal Fury series,
with multiple maneuvers added in that interact with the two in different ways
such as a move that makes you send an attack from one lane to the other
or one that forcefully sends your opponent into another lane.
It works fairly well for the most part, though it can feel decidedly clunky in the midst of battle.
Where the game makes or breaks though, is the decision to add a "turn" button.
See, in Guilty Gear Isuka, rather than making you automatically target the person closest to you,
you have to manually press a button to turn around.
And to be frank, with the pacing of the series, this just plain feels cumbersome
despite the addition of a "slashback" attack designed to hit opponents behind you.
It is worth adding that unless your controller is of the older directinput variety,
the game will fail to register certain buttons.
The game might be more of a failed experiment than anything,
but with some effort and a few friends on hand,
Isuka can still be lots of fun, so for the price, I'd say it's worth a shot.. it is a good game! only i'm not able to race to other
players...
there is nobody in a lobby,,, that sucks
graphics are okay!
. poor music
-female trainers only
-lazy art & animations
-terrible gameplay
-it's not cute at all. A bit frustrating at times but its an awesome game and i hope the full things released soon because I really
want to play the rest!. A huge round of applause from me. I was very compelled to come here as soon as it finished, and write
this review. I'm blown away.
I've been playing VR for 2 years now, and adore great cinematic events in VR. The end sequence of Call of the Starseed being
the first thing saw in VR that made my jaw drop in awe, and I've seen many like it since. But I've just been blown away even
more. By far the best acted, directed and produced VR short film I've seen. Just incredible. Thank you to all the team for
making this. I will watch this several times I guarantee. I've read a few things from Philip K♥♥♥♥♥♥ and got the Electric
Sheperd reference, so this has inspired me to go and read more of his works for sure. I'll be in a local bookstore soon! Thanks
again.. I ♥♥♥♥♥in loved this game. I originally went into it simply wanting a relatively short and comedic experience, but I
left it with a feeling of reverance for the writing, setting and characters that I never expected.
I already bought the other two games produced by these developers (they're downloding now as we speak... write?) and I cannot
express how much I appreciate what was clearly a fun and focused labor of love and how excited I am to support everything
they do in the future (as long as it doesn't suck).
Thank you guys for the enjoyable experience.
It was, by every possible metric, Metal as ♥♥♥♥.. Looking forward to more from this developer - I played the free webgame
years ago, and just found this.

Like others are saying, it's easily solved within ~2 hrs, but it's worth it, especially if it's on sale.. Avoid at all costs, lacks
stratergy other than the run away shoot run away shoot more. your start with 1 char and its and generaly face one enemy at a
time it has nothing to suck one in and even if you let the enemy hit you your fine with no conceqences low ceiling for stratery
this game is somthing you endure through not play. Ripping apart an entire human corpse with a glass shard just so that maybe I
can see the light of day tomorrow is somehow scarier in text than actually doing it in real life

not that I know
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